Hi Katharine,

I’d like to apologize for providing this feedback after EPA's deadline. It was our intent to provide this feedback earlier, but it was delayed due to an oversight. I hope you can accept this feedback as I’d welcome the opportunity to engage and partner with the EPA on development of requirements.

1. For Over the top (OTT) Set Top Box Program Requirements-
Is EPA able to share the rationale or the dataset for the reduction to 7kWh/yr from 10kWh/yr (in Version 4.1)? We don’t see the OTT in the dataset that was shared. Would like to understand how this target was set.

2. Test method: Ultra HD Test Streams Clarification

In the Test method and the Notes, it is clear that an Ultra HD Test stream be used if a manufacturer would like to claim the UltraHD adder. However, can EPA clarify what kind of Ultra HD test stream should be used to claim the adder? Would any UltraHD content be sufficient? Does bit rate need to be taken into account? What about dynamic range which allows deeper contrast ratio in certain displays. Please confirm our understanding is correct, the requirement is that the UUT’s output resolution must match its input resolution (Ultra HD).
Let us know if a call would be better to discuss this. I can arrange it.

Thanks
Adrian and Bill

Thanks for the help in clarifying.

Adrian